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From the author of the international bestseller The Last Station, a superb historical novel of the

Apostle Paul, whose tireless and epic preaching of the message of Jesus brought Christianity

into existence and changed human history forever.In the years after Christ's crucifixion, Paul of

Tarsus, a prosperous tentmaker and Jewish scholar, took it upon himself to persecute the small

groups of his followers that sprung up. But on the road to Damascus, he had some sort of

blinding vision, a profound conversion experience that transformed Paul into the most effective

and influential messenger Christianity has ever had. In The Damascus Road novelist Jay Parini

brings this fascinating and ever-controversial figure to full human life, capturing his visionary

passions and vast contradictions. In relating Paul's epic journeys, both geographical and

spiritual, he unfolds a vivid panorama of the ancient world on the verge of epochal change. And

in the alternating voice of the Gospel writer Luke, Paul's travel companion, scribe, and

ghostwriter, a cooler perspective on his actions and beliefs emerges -- ironic but still filled with

wonder at Paul's unshakable commitment to the Christ and his divinity.
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roadJesus calls those who follow him to share his passion. How can we convince the world by

our preaching of the passion when we shrink from that passion in our own lives?—DIETRICH

BONHOEFFEROne man will step into the holy fire,Unfailing in his mission, unafraid.He travels

light, now driven by desireFrom sundown into dawn, from pyre to pyre.—ION OF

CHIOSChapter OneLUKEThe city began to burn on a quiet hot day in midsummer under the

bluest of skies, fanned by dry winds from the northeast. The conflagration had already

destroyed much of the capital as it swept from the mercantile district to the imperial city and

scoured the valley between the Palatine and Aventine Hills, climbing and rolling over them,

lunging into depressions and byways, setting ablaze the houses of rich and poor alike. It had

even destroyed several of the emperor’s beloved palaces, which were now nothing more than

burned timber and rubble. In wooden tenements and mansions alike, floors tumbled through

floors, windows billowed with tongues of flame. The sky at midnight became a huge vermillion

dome with sparks showering from heaven.This was, many said, God’s revenge on a people

who rejected his love.But I doubted this. Paul had warned us not to imagine we could

comprehend God’s plan for his creation, even when catastrophes struck. “We can’t see what

God can see,” he said. “One day all will become legible.”Everything was surely illegible now.I



fought my way through a scrim of hot smoke, past the charred remains of villas and public

buildings. Since coming to Rome two years ago, I had made this trek countless times to sit with

Paul in his room to take the dictation of his letters, to talk and pray with him, often recalling our

decades on the road. He was the great apostle of our Lord, the man who, more than anyone in

the Way of Jesus, had understood the meaning of the Christ in this world. He was a man

changed forever on the Damascus Road, one who had proclaimed the unfolding Kingdom of

God throughout the empire, a Jew preaching mostly to the Greeks, who had joined our circle in

increasing numbers.I had wished that after decades of rough travel, abuse, triumphs as well as

failures, Paul could settle for a time. Nero, our grotesque emperor, had for years ignored the

Jesus movement, and this had given us a feeling of security. But now he chose to blame us for

this all-consuming fire. And why not? We were perfect scapegoats, an eccentric fringe, and few

Romans had even heard of us. They would never object to our vilification, nor would they doubt

our culpability. Our rude demise would perhaps satisfy their need for revenge.Carts and

barrows passed me, one after another, each loaded with household goods as families

retreated into the Italian countryside, hoping to slip beyond the circle of their ravaged city. I was

headed in the opposite direction, toward the house near the river that Paul shared with our

friends Junia and Josephus. Normally this was an hour’s easy walk. Today I would be lucky to

make it at all.Junia and Josephus were key figures in the Way. As such, they would be among

the first taken into custody during any sweep of the city by Nero’s men. I knew as much, but as

I pushed through hot flaky smoke I tried to persuade myself that they would never arrest Paul,

a lame old man with poor vision and threadbare hearing. Even if Junia and Josephus had been

arrested, Paul would still be at the house, waiting for me to rescue him. I would find him sitting

in his room and looking out his window at the plum tree in the walled garden, much as before.

He had lived past the time when anyone should consider him a threat.His legal status

remained a puzzle. Was he really free, as we’d been told? Our troubles began in Jerusalem

four years ago, on a sun-drenched day when he brought a Greek friend from abroad onto the

grounds of Herod’s Temple to show him the grandeur of this holy place, which as a boy he had

first visited with his father and always loved. A few days later, a crowd accused Paul of violating

Jewish laws by allowing a gentile to step across the forbidden boundary into a place where

only Jews could pass. A riot broke out, and Paul was seized by Roman soldiers, who mistook

him for a dangerous zealot who had been plotting against Rome. It was all so maddening and

complex. After Paul spent two years in prison in Caesarea, the port of Judea, he asked the

procurator in that city to send him to Rome for a hearing before the imperial courts. As a

citizen, he had the right to this appeal, and they seemed only too glad to get rid of him. Paul’s

escort to Rome, the centurion Julius, had become our friend on the way. And, to be fair, Julius

had tried to warn us that Paul might not actually receive a hearing. He had conferred with an

acquaintance at the imperial courts and was told frankly that Paul’s case could only be seen as

a highly technical, incomprehensible, and obviously petty squabble among Jews. The courts

would assume Paul had been sent away by the local authorities in Palestine to rid them of a

nuisance. “You should simply disappear into the crowd,” Julius told Paul. “You’re a free

man.”This suggestion only irritated Paul, who wished to justify himself before the law. There

was no truth in the accusations made against him in Jerusalem, and it still rankled that the

Jews—his own beloved people—would humiliate him in this way. Was he not a righteous man

who loved the Temple with all his heart? “Those who accuse me have no idea who I am, or

what I represent! Almighty God speaks to me! They’re scoundrels!”It dismayed me to hear him

talk in this way. That was the old Paul, the fanatic who at times became so obsessed with his

own righteousness that he lost track of his grand and beautiful vision of God, his connection to



the Holy Spirit. He forgot that he did not need to justify himself before the imperial courts or

Temple authorities. The only judge who mattered was, of course, Almighty God.Discouraged

though he was, Paul had continued to work on behalf of the Way. He had moved freely among

the house meetings in various parts of Rome and surrounding villages, presiding over the

sacred meals that occurred on the First Day, offering words of encouragement, cautionary

tales, digressions on scripture, and reflections on the meaning of the Christ and his “perpetual

resurrection,” as he put it. His mere presence had excited those in our movement, which grew

day by day.“I’m just beginning to understand,” Paul had said to me the last time I saw him, only

a week before the great fire began.“You’re always a beginner,” I said, teasing him.“A perpetual

beginner. Aren’t we all?”Though his body crumbled in the usual ways, he had retained his

voice, a resonant if gruff instrument, which had sounded through the empire. Abundant lung

power fed its amplitude, and he could be heard above any crowd. “Not since Cicero have we

had such an orator,” I heard a man say after Paul had addressed a gathering only a few

months before the fire. Indeed, Cicero was a figure in Paul’s mind, and I could see the

parallels, even if Paul lacked the guile of the famous Roman consul. Though subtle in his

thought, he did not possess Cicero’s lawyerly precision, his way of patiently making a case and

refusing to wander into byways of reflection. Paul said whatever he thought, whenever he

thought it, often with an obscurity that dismayed his listeners. And yet he never purposely

deceived anyone.Now I was desperate to see him, to speak to him, at least one last time. I

prayed: Oh Lord our God, protect your great apostle.The air grew hotter, the smoke thicker as I

walked toward his house, with ill omens along the way. I saw a rat stupefied in the gutter,

staring at me with fiery red eyes, with a burning tail. A donkey lay by the road, dead, its hide

blackened with soot, its teeth bared and grinning obscenely. A vulture lifted from the hot dust

with the carcass of a dog in its talons, and it flapped its wide leathery wings over the burning

rooftops of government buildings. Abandoned children wandered in the streets, exhausted,

unable even to cry, and I had to assume their parents had succumbed to the fire.Smoke curled

around a stone embankment where I crouched to catch my breath and sucked in air through a

piece of wet muslin. I watched helplessly as a young man walked without hope into the flaming

doorway of a villa, as if unfazed, his arms stretched out with sleeves of fire. He had, I

supposed, lost everything already, so losing himself meant nothing. The sorrows in his heart

canceled the anguish of his charred and melting flesh. I wondered if, for him, the fires didn’t

create a gaudy equilibrium of sorts, an unholy balance of forces.The firestorm had already

killed thousands of Romans, mostly the poorest of the poor, who could not find places to hide

or means of escape. From what I heard, the open fields and orchards around Rome had

become trampled-over encampments, with legions of displaced people scrambling to survive

as best they could, the more fortunate ones living in tents or makeshift shelters. The army did

its best to provide water and food to those in great need, but it felt as if nobody were in

charge.And where was Nero in all this? Some accused him of hiding at his summer palace in

Actium and paying no attention to our troubles. Others suggested he was in Actium in frightful

agony, worried about the fate of his beloved people. Nero was evil, but never stupid. In a ploy to

elicit public support, he had set up a shelter on the grounds of one of his few remaining

palaces by the river, where bread and water appeared, as if by magic, laid out on tables and

rationed by soldiers. I shivered to imagine his mind, its recesses and tar-black depths. This

was, after all, the man who encouraged and fed the public taste for gladiatorial combat,

gratifying their wish to see animals rip human beings into mounds of flesh. He himself often

appeared at these contests and cheered on the vengeful displays.And now he had spread this

vile rumor about the Way of Jesus, saying we had lit this fire. And for what reason? Could



anyone imagine that we hoped to gain anything from the destruction of Rome?I pushed ahead

as best I could through the purple smoke and glitter of sparks, arriving at Paul’s house much

later than expected. Two small boys, the children of Junia and Josephus, cowered by the fiery

wall of what had been a happy home. Their white eyes drilled through soot-glazed faces. They

froze when they saw me, though they had welcomed me into their home countless times in the

past two years. How could they think I would harm them? Their minds could hardly begin to

fathom the horrors that flared around them and wrecked their lives.I had a few figs in my sack,

and I held them out for the boys. They stared, unresponsive, though I could only guess how

hungry they must be and what terror held them down with its hot thumb.“Come on, boys,” I

said. “I’m Luke, Paul’s friend. Remember?”As often as I’d come to visit Paul and their parents, I

had not quite formed a bond with these boys, not as Paul had. He was good with children and

enjoyed telling them stories of his travels, exaggerating his adventures. He had never

encountered “slimy monsters and fire-breathing serpents and bears with lightning in their

claws,” as he told them with a straight face, yet he purveyed these stories with relish, even

suggesting I should write them down.“I will only tell the truth,” I said.This produced deep-

chested laughter, even tears, in Paul. “I do love you, dear Luke,” he said. “But what do you

mean by ‘the truth’?”Did the apostle of our Lord have to ask such a question? Was he

pretending to be Plato, the Greek philosopher he admired so much? I must have looked a fool

to him.Occasionally he would do magic tricks for the boys, such as making a flower appear in

his ear, which he would then pluck and present to the child, who watched dumbfounded. When

I asked quite innocently how he did this, he replied without hesitation, “I grow a flower in my

ear.”At last the younger boy, a twig of a child with cropped hair and flinty eyes, took a fig from

my hand.“That’s it! Good boy,” I said. “Eat.”As he chewed it deliberately, the roof of the house

fell through with a whoosh and spray of gold-vermillion sparks. The heat of it pulsed. The boy

and I locked gazes.“Where are your parents, son? And Paul the apostle?”The boy chewed and

held my gaze, but no answers came.“They’re not here, are they?”“Took them, they did.”“All of

them?”He nodded slightly.I knelt before the boy, squaring up to him. “How long ago did this

happen? Try to remember.”My urgency made no impression on him. He simply ate his fig,

chewing very slowly. His life had become all cinders, smoke, and flame, and nothing mattered

now, not even this morsel of nourishment. He and his brother were being licked by the fires of

the world, and if their parents failed to return, they would become slaves or servants, at best.

More likely, they would starve to death at the edge of the city, becoming one of thousands of

unnamed bodies turfed into mass graves at the bottom of the Esquiline Hill or dumped into the

Tiber. Many times I had sat on those sad banks and watched miserable scraps of human

debris float by on the brown river.Now the elder boy, who had resisted me, stepped closer, and

I handed him a fig as well. “Did you see who came?” I asked.In my heart I knew that something

hateful had befallen Paul. I imagined him with Junia and Josephus, all three of them locked in a

fetid jail, where they would be tortured and murdered without ceremony. I had witnessed the

ingenuity and brutality of Roman torture firsthand, and it was never pretty. Once, on a dusty

trail in the provinces of Asia, I had seen a traitor staked out for hours until he died, a fat rusty

nail driven through his anus and sticking him to a plank with his belly to the board. And that,

unfortunately, was hardly the worst thing I saw.“Did your parents say anything to you?” I asked

the boy.It was quite pointless, I could see, to persist in this way. The children had no

information, and whatever they had witnessed, they couldn’t say. The words would never come.

So I put a coin into each of their hands, a weak gesture of thanks.A thick swirl of ash blew

toward us, a cloud of red-hot cinders, and I fell to my knees. My face felt on fire, and I couldn’t

see. When the cloud passed, I looked up, but the boys had vanished.“Boys!”I staggered to my



feet, rushing into the nearby alleyway between their house and another building. I could not let

them go. But another whirlwind caught me with a blast, and I fell to the pavement, and I could

not move.But the boys!I dragged myself toward an opening in the smoke, leaning into what I

thought was the direction they must have gone. But the alleyway branched in three directions,

and there were flames at the end of each, massive clots of fire. Turning back, I hoped to follow

them another way. The streets in this part of Rome all circled upon each other and, at some

point, converged. For an hour or more I searched through the smolder before abandoning hope

of finding them.In a quiet spot apart from the fire, near the river, I sat on a rock and prayed.

Prayer was my only refuge. And I begged God for guidance. I could not possibly discover a way

forward without divine intervention. But I could not bend my will to God’s will, accepting that

Paul had vanished and that I might never speak to him again. Do not let this happen! I prayed.It

was late afternoon by the time I rose, exhausted, to cross the capital on foot once again. The

flames had spread from the slave quarters near the base of the Circus Maximus, where it

caused a claustrophobic huddle of human misery. I pushed ahead through the imperial city,

where the Temple of Luna was reduced to blackened stones and smoldering char. Vesta’s

shrine was damaged too, and flames licked the edges of the Forum.Was this the apocalypse

that Paul had predicted? “He is coming soon,” Paul would tell gatherings in the early days of

our efforts. “Waste no time! You might not even get to sleep through the night!”Many in Rome

would not sleep through this night.Somehow I made it back to my room in the house of Atilius,

a young friend and follower of the Way, on the other side of Rome. That I was alive at all

surprised me. Though exhausted, I could hardly sleep, and my thoughts turned to all the ways I

had failed Paul, small and large. How could I even pretend to be his physician? In the past few

months he had spent many days in bed, complaining of vicious headaches that shot from

temple to temple and distorted his vision. I treated this condition—not unfamiliar to those who

practice medicine—with an herbal compound, a mixture of ginger bark and clove, with extracts

of willow. Yet he slept badly, and the headaches continued without pause, though it helped a

little to apply a wet cloth soaked in the dust of eucalyptus leaves to his forehead. I would sit

beside him, listening to him gasp until he fell asleep.Some nights, as Junia told me, he

wandered alone in the city streets, returning with the next day’s sun on blistered feet, which

she insisted he soak in brine. Walking in pain with a stick at night, he told her, was preferable to

tormented sleep. I objected to these nighttime prowls, too. “Rome is full of thieves and

murderers,” I told him. “One night you’ll disappear, and we’ll have no idea what happened.”Paul

would shrug and say, “Luke, you’re a physician. My dear friend, summon your magic!”But I was

not a magician, and I could not rescue my dearest friend. I could not make him sleep soundly,

without pain.A few weeks before the fire began, Paul and I had visited a gathering of the Way

near Ostia, a port some miles to the west of Rome, where we spent a few nights with Lucina.

She had been a Godfearer—that is, she was a Greek like myself, a gentile drawn to the God of

Israel, to the richness of Jewish traditions and the glorious Hebrew scriptures, where God had

spoken with eloquence and force. Like me, she had turned to the Way of Jesus, as had so

many Godfearers over the years. (They had become our richest source of converts.)She

owned a fine villa on an estate that had belonged to her family for generations, and had

become our close friend and benefactor. She suggested that Paul and I retreat to a small

house near the coast that belonged to her. This could, she said, become our “final refuge” after

years of wandering on the distant roads of empire, over mountains and through long valleys,

from city to city, by ship or foot, donkey, cart, or camel.“Your work is done,” she told us.Paul

thanked Lucina, saying that he liked the idea of a peaceable time by the sea. It would not, of

course, mean the end of his work. His trenchant, eloquent letters to followers of the Way often



provoked controversies and required elaborations and clarifications; he could easily spend the

rest of his life responding to their questions and clarifying his positions. For my part, I would try

to finish my life of Jesus, which had preoccupied me for decades. And I would write, if God

permitted, an account of my travels with Paul, our journeys through the empire with the Good

News, as we called it, in hand, this message of God’s love.In safety and seclusion, in Lucina’s

seaside refuge, we might finish our projects.That was the dream, now scorched by flames.Paul

had envisioned the end of history in fervid and often beautiful dreams. But the sky had not

opened with brass trumpets and voluptuous choirs of angels, with the eyes of the Christ

burning into the world as he descended from the clouds. The bodies of the dead had not risen

through the packed dirt over their graves, becoming light itself. We had not been

transmogrified, turned into angels.Not without the pain of loss, Paul had begun to modify his

sense of what Jesus meant for us and how the final days might unfold.“Stay calm, and love

God,” he had said, when I pressed for answers. “He will know you when he returns. Time does

not concern us.”But I wanted and needed more. I needed to find Paul.The next morning Atilius,

a kindly soul whose ministrations always surprised me with their gentleness, brought a plate of

orange slices to my room. His hand trembled, and he sat beside me silently. I could see that

something troubled him. I forced myself to eat and did not ask for news, as it could only

discourage me. Only when I had chewed and swallowed the last segment did he tell me, in

tears, that Nero’s soldiers had herded dozens of our friends into a stadium, stuffing them into

the skins of beasts. Wild dogs had been set upon them, tearing them apart for the

entertainment of crazed onlookers, many of whom scavenged in the crowd for a crust of bread

or drink of water.“I’m leaving Rome,” he said in a low voice, as if even within his own house he

might be overheard and seized. “And you should too, Luke. It’s not safe.”“I’m going to look for

Paul.”“This is foolish.” But he saw I could not be dissuaded, and he sighed.Near sunset, I

headed to the foot of the Aventine, by chance meeting Marcus, another Roman convert to the

Way, who told me that only the night before, in a garden called the Circus of Nero, the site of

chariot races in recent years, they had burned our people alive, transforming them into human

torches. They were likely to do the same again tonight.I knew the garden well, as Paul and I

had often gone there to pray in that green enclosure, once a shrine to Cybele, with its tidy rows

of poplar, its fragrant oleander beds, yellow roses, and sword lilies. It had been a tranquil place

for us.“I must go there,” I said.Marcus looked at me with fear. “It’s not safe for any of us,” he

said.But what did safety matter? What was my life anymore? Paul might be there in the Circus

of Nero, ablaze, in agony. Though my skills were hardly equal to this outrage, I would do

whatever I could for him and assist the others as best I could. If they arrested me and burned

me to death as well, so be it. Paul’s words came back to me: “The suffering of the present

moment is meaningless, especially when we think of the glory to come, with the Christ, who is

revealed in him.” Helpless though I was, I would be glad for a way to show my allegiance to the

Kingdom of God and my affection for his son.Marcus grasped my hand to say goodbye, and I

set off toward the garden by myself.As darkness dropped, I fell in with a Roman mob, folding

myself in their chaos, hiding amid their raucous cheers and bellowing. They surged through the

streets, some of them lifting torches. Their violent energies, and hatred, appalled me.And then I

heard it: The agony of voices peeling over the rooftops. The sound cut my heart into

strips.“They’re burning them,” said a toothless man beside me in demotic Greek.“Who? Who

are they burning?”“The Way,” he said. “The ones who set this fire. They follow the Christ.”He

used the Greek word for messiah, “the Christ,” and in spite of my terror I felt a rush of

satisfaction: Jesus was indeed the Christ and not simply the Jewish messiah. He was the Word

itself, before and after time, the pulse of consciousness, the shaping spirit of the Almighty. As



Paul had written, “Our Christ is one in whom all things come together.”The garden blazed with

dozens of human torches. Soldiers had poured black pitch over our people and set them

ablaze. Not even Gethsemane had known such anguish.I pulled the cowl over my face and

crouched behind a glistening ivy. My nerves rippled, hot lines in the sleeves of my arms and

legs. I burned with my friends, ablaze myself and screaming inside.The lucky ones were, thank

God, already dead, so beyond this horror and anguish. The flesh had melted from their faces,

and the black eyeholes in their skulls outstared infamy.I took this inferno as a sign from God

and could hardly doubt its meaning. Paul was right: The end of time had drawn near. It was,

perhaps, here. Our Lord would at any moment appear, and the mighty of the earth would

collapse beneath the weight of his glory.But where was Paul?Chapter TwoPAUL“You’re lazy,”

my father said, as he pruned an olive tree in our garden. “God hates lazy people.”He was

slightly stooped, his head sloping forward like a vulture, with his shoulder blades like folded

wings; the back of his neck glowed like a stalk of cinnamon, the consequence of long days in

the sun. His name was Adriel, and he had a pronounced dimple in his chin, deep and dark, that

had carried over generations. I had the same mark in my chin.I was twelve years old, with the

first hint of a mustache dawning above my lip, and too old to treat like a child. The charge of

laziness passed through me like a hot blade. Had I not been piling branches on a heap for him,

stacking them all afternoon under a ferocious blast of sunlight?“Goddamn you,” I said.It was not

the best choice of words.He knocked my head to one side with a flat palm, drawing a welt

along my jawline.I tried not to cry, bending forward to conceal my pain. I never cried, though my

neck would hurt for a week. And this wasn’t the first or only time he had slapped me, though it

felt like an assault on my dignity.For whatever reason, I remember that slap, even as a fully

grown man who has been stripped, flogged, stoned, and beaten many times over. But none of

that violence stands out more vividly than the day my father swatted me in the garden.Though I

loved my father, I never liked being home. It was more than comfortable, even among houses

on the western fringe of Tarsus, where the wealthiest merchants had a wide view of the green

sea below. We had four bedrooms with raised beds and two public rooms, including a peristyle

with tapestries on the wall; there was an expansive garden and a spring-fed well. A dozen

guests could dine comfortably in our tablinum, and my father often brought associates to meals

there, where they would recline on soft cushions and discuss business matters. Our three

slaves went to the market every morning and cooked and cleaned the house. They treated me,

a motherless boy, like their own child, especially Gila, a white-haired woman with astonishingly

wide hips, her hair pulled back and tied with a ribbon. She considered me her son, and laid out

a fresh tunic for me every day and made sure that I ate and slept enough. “You must eat more

fruit,” she would say.My mother passed when I was eleven months old, so I have no memory of

her. Not even the haziest image survives, however much I try to envision her. My sister, Esther,

was ten years my senior, but I hardly knew her, as she went off to Jerusalem at seventeen,

where she married a man twice her age, a rabbi who had been my father’s friend. Her letters

were infrequent, and we saw her only on periodic visits to Jerusalem.My grandfather came to

Tarsus from a village near Jerusalem as a young man hoping to study philosophy as well as

Torah. This had been a center of learning for centuries, the Athens of Asia, the birthplace of

Antipater, the Stoic writer and exalted teacher.Much as he liked the idea of it, my grandfather

had no head for study, and he eventually turned to business, gathering from valley farmers the

skins of goats. After buying a mill on the Cydnus River, he engaged dozens of slaves to work

the fine goat hairs into a durable and coveted fabric, which he sold throughout the world. Large

bundles of this cloth were shipped in wooden crates as far as Greece and Egypt, even to

Rome. He also made tents that could easily be rolled and carried on the backs of mules by



Roman legions on military expeditions. His assets accumulated, with profits in profusion, and

he soon bought land on the outskirts of Tarsus. Before long, he had several villas, factories,

warehouses, and a fleet of vessels in the harbor.All of this wealth would eventually come to me,

though my only interest was to spend everything I had in the name of Jesus. I would happily

become a poor man for his sake.My father would never understand this. He had no depth of

spirit, even though he became a figure of weight in the local synagogue, where he would read

from the scroll on the Sabbath: an honor in this city, where scholars often wandered into

Sabbath gatherings, many of them gifted linguists. He would shift to the rostrum slowly, gazing

through eyes like slits, furtively. His performance impressed the congregation, as he could utter

the sacred words with some authority, though Greek was his first language, like mine. In truth, I

could detect a stiffness and inexactitude in his Hebrew even before I myself knew the language

well enough to be discerning. Then again, a boy is always skeptical of his father’s public face,

and I felt his incompetence in every performance. I vowed that nobody would ever have cause

to doubt the depth of my knowledge, the range of my learning, the ferocity of my devotion to

God. I would become everything my father only seemed to be. I would inhabit fully the reality I

dreamed about as a boy.Each morning at home my father read the scriptures aloud, in the

Greek translation. Because of its familiarity, this version felt to me more like God’s revelation

than the Hebrew original. Its strong and beautiful if bracing words dug grooves in my heart, and

my feelings flowed naturally in those grooves.I was a Jew, and would always remain a Jew,

even as my mission to the gentiles grew wider each year.In my early years I sometimes

traveled with my father, who had business in distant parts, with visits to Alexandria and

throughout Asia. We would occasionally visit Esther and her husband, Ezra, during the week of

Passover in Jerusalem, and attend the Temple worship. How could I forget that overwhelming

vision of gold-and-white marble that Herod had built? As we approached its steps, the full-

throated choirs of the tribe of Levi welcomed us with their angelic singing, and even then I had

visions of God on his throne, the king of heaven, and I wanted only to bathe in this glory.My

father explained that the tribal elders, the Sanhedrin, met in the Hall of Hewn Stones. “They are

great men,” he said. “You will sit among them one day.”This seemed inevitable to him, at least

during my childhood, when the evidence of my scholarly abilities grew abundant, and tutors

praised my gifts. “Your son is a bright star,” they would say, pleasing him so well that he would

lavish gifts on them.This approbation only made my life difficult, as expectations rose. And I

kicked against them, feeling reckless at times, wishing to revolt. I would steal fruit from the

market or go abroad at night, often walking down to the harbor when my father assumed I slept

safely on my pallet. I became a nocturnal creature for a period, a vagabond at heart, and

thought of escaping to sea. I vowed to myself that I would wander in the world, no longer the

pride of Adriel. No longer the perfect son whose life gave flesh to his father’s fantasies.But my

scholarly nature kept reasserting itself. I could not deny the appeal of learning, the lure of the

Greek and Hebrew languages, and the shimmering light of truth reflected there.When I was

twelve, my father took me with him on a trip to Jerusalem and, much to my surprise, he

introduced me to Gamaliel, a well-known Jewish scholar (who was the grandson of Hillel, the

famous rabbi). Quite terrified, I held my father’s hand tightly as we walked into Gamaliel’s

school, where young men chanted portions of the Psalms. They nodded as they prayed, some

of them dipping to the floor in their avidity, even kissing the tile with their foreheads. I caught

sight of Gamaliel himself at the end of a colonnade, a marvel with his bountiful and hoary

beard and purple skullcap; the voluminous robes he wore failed to disguise a multitudinous

belly that he pushed before him like a cart. At a glance, I worshipped him and wished only to

serve his needs.“You’ll attend this school one day,” my father said. “I have already written to



Gamaliel about you.”This startled and impressed me. My father had, on his own, taken my

intellect seriously. He would put me on this path as best he could. Of course, he could send me

to a school like this because he could afford such a luxury, which fed his own feelings of

importance in the Jewish community. He would proudly tell his friends in Tarsus that young

Paul sat at the feet of the grandson of Hillel. In his mind, I would take my place in this tradition,

a scholar of the Hebrew scriptures, perhaps as a great rabbi. He nonetheless insisted that I

learn to stitch and fold tents like any one of his workers. I had nimble fingers, taking to these

tasks eagerly, and my affinity for this work pleased my father.It was lucky for me that my father

had so many projects in his business to oversee that I could escape his surveillance. Tarsus

was a splendid playground, as pagan temples could be found in every quarter, all of them

seething with the devotees of strange gods, and this spiritual frenzy appealed to me. The

worshippers of the god Mithras, for example, caught my attention, as they met in underground

vaults and sacrificed bulls, bathing in their blood, which became for them a redemptive gesture

that helped them to purify their souls. I knew one boy, Fabian, the son of a Roman guard, who

had contacts with this group, and once I stepped beside him into a cave at the outskirts of the

city.They huddled together in the dark, which only a handful of large candles illumined. Most of

them wore long white robes, although one of them, a kind of high priest, had purple robes and

a diadem of flowers. He held a scepter in the air, chanting in a language unfamiliar to my ears.

They had lifted a living bull to a makeshift platform, and one of the votaries slit its throat. One

by one the worshippers stepped beneath it, allowing the stream of blood to cover them. The

women among them trilled their tongues, and the men sang together, accompanied by a hollow

drum. I had never heard such peculiar music.Fabian had said, “We must all be washed in the

blood of the bull.”I had no wish to do anything of the sort and stepped away with my back to the

cave wall.“These people, they are worse than mad,” my father said, when I asked what he

knew about the Mithras cult. “Stay far away from them, son. Do you hear me?”Often I felt like a

thief in my own house, scarcely welcome, taking what was not mine; and yet some of my

happiest days unfolded in Tarsus. I loved to see the mountains in the northern distance, the

peaks with snowy scalps lifting through the tree line in early spring. I dreamed of climbing

those peaks, rising in a snowfield, white as the sun, all radiance and dissolving into light. I

longed to get out of this world, my life, my body: to rise and rise.I was, in fact, a dreamy child,

one who loved to sit by the harbor in the early morning, watching merchant ships depart for

Cyprus or the farthest ends of the earth. Memories of that quayside lingered. I once, for

instance, saw a lightly bearded young man kissing an older sailor, and the image unsettled me.

It’s odd how certain recollections will stick, while others—more significant—just fall away. I

would shelter under a tarpaulin, listening to the talk of sailors, absorbing tales of adventure, of

foreign tribes and customs, exotic sea creatures, of unlikely and miraculous landscapes with

vistas of snow or sand. These travelers had been to Spain and Arabia, to Athens and

Macedonia, to Alexandria and countless seedy ports along the Black Sea.Everyone talked of

Rome, of course: the center of the world. And I dreamed of going there one day.The odor of

spices—cloves and coriander, nutmeg and cinnamon—lifted from dockside stalls, and the

quayside itself churned with prostitutes, girls and young men as well, who seemed inoffensive

to me. I didn’t know for certain, not yet, what they offered for a fee. Yet I understood only too

well that my father wouldn’t approve of their behavior, and heard him talking to one of his

assistants about the “vile creatures” who approached sailors and visitors, taking money for “the

use of their filthy bodies.”I often thought about that phrase: the use of their filthy bodies.“Your

body is God’s temple,” my father told me, quoting the Tohorot.He was always quoting

something, usually getting it wrong. But I never forgot many of these sayings. And he would



remind me of our status.“We’re Roman citizens,” he said, as if I might forget. “Your grandfather

purchased our citizenship at a very dear price. So we may appeal to the emperor when it’s

necessary, and they know this, the authorities. Never be afraid of them. Ask to speak to the

emperor yourself if you should find yourself in trouble. You have every right.”This sounded

improbable, as the Son of God in Rome (as Tiberius fashioned himself) probably had better

ways to occupy himself than listening to the complaints of minor subjects from the provinces;

but my father never let go of this. He was himself an emperor in his world: an iron-fisted man, a

man of commercial influence, a godlike figure who didn’t allow fools room for their

foolishness.He was a lonely man as well, especially after the death of my mother, and I rarely

saw him with friends. We never met for meals with neighbors, as others did. It would be difficult

even to call our little household a family, in fact. It was just my father and me, with a sister who

lived far away and rarely saw us, and three slaves.I did, however, have my friend Simon, whose

father worked closely with mine as a shipping agent and might have been considered a friend

since they very occasionally dined together, though nobody thought of them as equals. I know

my father didn’t. But that didn’t matter, and I grew fond of Simon, an orange-haired boy with

gray-green eyes. He caught everyone’s attention, as nobody looked quite like him in Tarsus.My

father whispered that Simon must have slave blood in him, “possibly Egyptian,” though I had

never seen a slave with orange hair or green eyes. He was taller than me by a good measure: I

doubt that the top of my head ever reached his chin. Strong and lean, from the age of ten or

eleven he spoke with the authority of a man, in resolute tones, with a knowledge of the world

around him. I had never observed such confidence in a boy.We both liked swimming and knew

the good places along the banks of the Cydnus, some miles above the city. My father had

taken me to a rock pool in this river when I was five or six, teaching me to feel comfortable in

the water as we played in the shallows. I never felt closer to him, not before or after. In the

course of my instruction, I discovered that after a while I didn’t need his big hand under my

back. I could float by myself and would seek out places to swim on my own. The gift of

swimming was perhaps his most precious offering.One swimming hole beneath a waterfall near

Tarsus became a favorite place of escape for Simon and me. The waterfall crashed into an icy

pool below the river, fanning out in ripples, obscuring the sharp blades of rock that sometimes

flashed below the surface. My father would never approve of my swimming in this place, nor

would Simon’s father. But we didn’t care what they said. It was enough that they couldn’t see

us, and that both had better things to do than worry about where their sons went to

swim.Indifference to children is also a grant of freedom.On hot summer mornings Simon and I

walked there together. Unlike me, Simon was a fine diver, an arrow shot into the stream

between its rocky blades. I would follow in his path, but nervously, jumping feetfirst, as I sensed

the danger. But danger was part of the thrill of this activity, part of us now.I was beginning to

learn to live with peril, even to crave it.By the edge of the pool were gray rocks, warmer than

the water below or beside them. We crawled onto them like lizards after paddling in the swift

gurgle of the stream, and would lie in the sun, letting pearly beads of water evaporate from our

skin, saying nothing, needing to say nothing, just listening to the water tumble below us, fizzing

and churning.I loved its hoarse voice, its throaty rumble.Simon himself had none of my

scholarly or religious instincts, and he wondered politely about my devotion to reading the

scriptures or my interest in Greek poets. Once in a while I allowed myself to think aloud in his

company about philosophical matters, as if testing the waters. But he would bat away these

ruminations.“Do you care nothing for this earth?” he asked.“What do you mean?”“This world,

the earth, a running stream. Not the clouds!”It was an odd thing for him to ask me, and I quoted

from David: The earth is the Lord’s and the fullness thereof.This drew an approving grin, and I



can still see the happy opening in Simon’s face, his brilliant white teeth with uneven spaces

between them. With his smile, he blessed and welcomed me, even when I went overboard in

conversation. He didn’t mind if I was silly with philosophical affectations and quotations, as long

as (like him) I took pleasure in the cool stream and the hot stones where we lay. I think

friendship itself was everything to Simon.One day at the far end of summer, when it was too

hot to breathe and one could not sit anywhere comfortably, Simon and I hiked out to this

waterfall, our secret place. I had turned fifteen that summer and felt like a man, with a silky

beard darkening my cheeks. I let my hair grow to a fashionable length, and wore only the finest

linen tunics and leather sandals with glass-studded straps, an affectation that annoyed my

father, who once said, “I’ve seen girls in those slippers.”The remark stung, and it hurts to recall

it. How could he humiliate me like that? But my father clung to every convention and had no

tolerance for youthful attempts to separate oneself, to express uniqueness.As Simon and I

approached the waterfall, I began to speak about the existence of the soul, its name and

nature, or the possibility that our bodies might one day inhabit a different form, something quite

unlike what we understood as human. The soul itself, I said, was possibly like a bird, high in the

heavens, and in its soaring left these passing shadows on the ground, these bodily traces of its

existence.These ideas had come to me in a dream and troubled me. My friend Fabian had

mentioned that the votaries of Mithras believed in the divine re-creation of life in some cosmic

realm, and this had excited me. I wished that the Hebrew scriptures had talked more explicitly

about such things, the shape of the life that lay beyond us, whatever glistened at the horizon,

beyond the edge of every visible thing.Simon let me ramble. But then he sighed loudly.“I think

I’m boring you,” I said.“It’s a little sad for me to see you troubled,” he replied, as we approached

the cliff above the rock pool. “You should know, I don’t really mind what you say. You’re

interested in these notions.”“But I’m dull,” I said.“Or mad,” he said. Then he laughed, and it

pleased me that he would laugh and not simply shrug or turn away from me.We stood for a

while in silence on the bluff above the pool, taking in the beauty of the place, the churned-up

freshness of the air, the crackling water, a wistful breeze. I watched a large and colorful bird

hover, then drop into the river, rise with a fish in its mouth. I wiped my face with the back of my

hand, and the salt of perspiration ran into my mouth as I tilted my head upward. Quite literally, I

seemed to be melting away and drinking myself.I watched as Simon slipped from his clothes

and plunged headfirst into the water below. Many times I had watched him arrowing through

the air like this, always so agile, unafraid of diving from a height.Now I leaned over the cliff,

slightly dizzy. The sun blinded me, and I had to shade my eyes, expecting a shout. He would

usually draw me into the water within minutes, forcing me to abandon my fears.I called out,

“Simon!”When his head didn’t break the water within moments, and no voice called from below,

I was only confused, not frightened. He had probably come up in a different place, farther

downstream than usual.I shouted again, but his name hung in the air, unanswered, as the sun

tucked itself behind a cloud as if ashamed of something.And then the day darkened.Sick with

fear, I jumped, and was sucked through the air in the downward draft, breaking the hard glass

of the water with a slap that stung the soles of my feet. My heels dug into the sandy bottom,

stirred to a muddy cloud. When I opened my eyes, it was impossible to see: the water opaque,

a hail of bubbles and swirling sand. Lifting my head above the surface, I scanned the river and

its banks without seeing him.“Simon!”I must have called his name a dozen times but recall only

a blur, the watery fizz, an upturned sky, and sharp black ledges covered with moss. I saw a

mass of scudding clouds, an innocent bird that had strayed into this terrible scene without

knowing what it had happened upon by chance.I climbed onto nearby rocks to scan the pool,

hoping that Simon had come up in some unexpected place or, perhaps, lay quietly under a



ledge. It was like him to play games with me, although this was a step too far.The waterfall

thundered in my ears, and my whole body shook. Could it be suddenly so cold?I called again

and again for Simon, but with a faint voice now.After a timeless time of searching the shoreline,

I saw him at last, in the distance, the unmistakable orange hair, in a pale wad of reeds. I didn’t

understand at first, or dare to understand, what this could mean, even as I approached. I

waded slowly into the shallows, talking to myself, praying. I could hear my voice, oddly removed

from my body, calling out, “No, no, no…”I lifted Simon to a bank of dry grass nearby. A wide

gash in his forehead explained what had happened only too well. He had caught the left side of

his head on a buried rock blade, and it had sliced away a part of his skull. I could see into the

cavity itself, its tangle of blood and gristle and soft sponge.I knelt over Simon’s limp body,

putting my face against his chest. And held him for a long time, my maimed dear friend.I

whispered his name to myself, letting it hang in the air above us as his bloody head lay against

my chest.I wanted him back again. Back, back, back.But he was not coming back, not in the

same way.Ever.Chapter ThreePAULIrecall one horrific day on the outskirts of Jerusalem.“Help

me,” a voice cried.A man quivered on a cross with pain, hung by the wrists.I had seen

crucifixions before, especially near Jerusalem. Crosses were a common sight on dusty roads

leading into the countryside of Judea or anywhere in the empire, with miserable creatures

strung up, fly-bitten, bruised, dying, or dead: thieves and runaway slaves, rebels and bandits,

adversaries of empire beside those falsely accused. This serial ordeal of milestones along any

Roman road warned us, Jew and Greek alike, to behave as they told us.“Help, sir!”“I can’t do

anything,” I said, though his black eyes caught me on their hooks. What had he done? Steal a

handful of nuts, a loaf of bread? Prayed too loudly? Thrown a stone at a Roman soldier? It took

very little to condemn a Jew to death in Palestine. And I should have known better than to

pause beneath a cross or to engage with a dying man. The consequences for assisting a

wretch in these circumstances would be horrific. I might hang next to him before long. The law

was the law.On the other hand, I saw no soldiers in sight, nor anyone else.I found a suitable

stone, about the size of a hammer’s head. With an energy that appalled me, I lifted it twice,

hitting him squarely on each of his kneecaps, which crumpled under my blows like eggshells.

He sighed, a mixture of anguish and relief, staring ahead in fixed agony.“It works,” a friend had

explained to me. “You speed them on their way by breaking both knees. There is no better

solution.”I watched in agony as the poor man quickly proved unable to support himself with his

legs, so all weight shifted to his upper body. Within minutes, the shoulders slid from their

sockets. His elbows and wrists gave way, elongating the arms. He sighed again, his mouth

distorting, his eyes bulging. With his rib cage lifting, the wretch gulped for air, in a state of

protracted inhalation. Suffocation came quickly. Within less than fifteen minutes, he was

dead.We all suffered with this Roman bit in our teeth, and I myself could take no pride in my

Roman citizenship.This was especially so in Jerusalem, with the imperial guards in the streets

and sprawling military encampments at the edge of the city to the southwest. The camps

swarmed with boisterous troops who spoke a rude dialect of Latin that few of us understood.

The officers rode tall war horses through the markets, taking whatever pleased them without

paying. I’d seen any number of protesters cut down brutally with a sword, their bodies left for

the buzzards, since it was dangerous to reclaim the corpses. And the Antonia Fortress, which

had held Jesus briefly on the night before his crucifixion, bulged with Jews who had, for any

number of reasons, dared to resist Rome, even in small ways (like spitting in the path of a

soldier or refusing to nod in respect when a centurion passed).It had never been like this under

Herod the Great, who had rebuilt the Temple almost by himself. But under Herod Antipas, one

of his measly and self-serving sons, a Jew could be arrested for anything: stealing a handful of



dates or figs, even praying in public. Almost any gesture of defiance could offend the empire,

appear treasonous, and lead to imprisonment. Public trials had become sideshows. A simple

word from above (and one could never tell who spoke on behalf of Rome) could send a man to

his death by crucifixion or beheading—the latter reserved for Roman citizens like myself,

though I had witnessed beheadings with a dull blade, a sight not worth calling to mind.They

had executed Jesus after a cursory hearing, seeing him as one of countless troublemakers and

petty criminals who must lose their lives at Golgotha, especially as Passover approached and

the potential for mob violence loomed. Unrest terrified the Roman authorities, and potential

rebels died without the opportunity to appeal their sentence, as they were aliens in their own

country. The only way to keep order, in the Romans’ small minds, was to threaten violence,

even brutality.More than once I made my citizenship clear to a soldier who approached me with

a challenging glare. It was rare for a Jew to have this status, so they believed me, knowing that

the penalty for lying about this was death. They assumed I meant what I said, and backed

away.I didn’t tell them—or any gentile—that I was a student of Gamaliel because they didn’t

care about any rabbi or understand what it meant to study at the feet of an illustrious man. But I

took shelter in the comfort of this status, wherein I felt some protection from the Roman world,

although I seethed, thinking about the crucifixions, the imprisonment of Jews for no reason,

even their petty derision, and how they laughed at what they considered our peculiar customs. I

had, I confess, murderous impulses, which I did my best to contain. I would have slaughtered

the Roman army wholesale by myself if I could.I did my best, however, to maintain a sense of

equilibrium. An intense study of the scriptures must replace my wish to kill the Romans and

protect the Jews. Even Gamaliel had said that our only hope was in God, and that our work in

his school helped to preserve what mattered in our tradition.“Never be distracted,” he would

say. “See only what God wants you to see. Listen to him.”My father had written: “To see God,

look into Gamaliel’s eyes.” This was, for him, a rare poetic turn.I did love the Rabban, as we

called Gamaliel: this genial, quick-witted man whose beard recalled the white bristles of a boar.

His teeth were dark brown, almost black, but the mint he chewed gave his breath an

unexpected sweetness. He was perhaps the most respected scholar among the Jews, the

author of numerous commentaries on scripture, a rabbi steeped in the legal codes. He rocked

back and forth vigorously when he prayed, sitting in a straw-backed chair while a few dozen

boys (and not a few men) gathered in a circle on the blue-tiled floor of the study hall to listen as

he recited the Psalms in a voice that pinged off the walls and doubled in volume:Bless the

Lord, O my soul. O my God, thou art very great and clothed with honor and majesty.Who

covers thyself with light as with a garment: who stretches out the heavens like a curtain:Who

lays the beams of his chambers in the waters: who makes the clouds his chariot: who walks

upon the wings of the wind:Who makes his angels spirits; his ministers a flaming fire:Who laid

the foundations of the earth, that it should not be cast away forever.A reflection always

followed, as with the above passage, when he said: “Remember that God creates all forms of

life. He made everything: the hills, the trees, the wildlife that runs in the desert, in the forests.

He is the voice in every bird. He makes the rivers race to their conclusion in the sea. He rains

on us. He fills us with breath. He brings the honey of life into the delicate combs of our minds.

He is the light we seek.”I aspired to speak with such clarity, in such natural metaphors.The

Rabban was a poet himself, and when he discovered my early training in the Greek writers, he

allowed me to pursue this vein. (None of the other boys even knew about this interest of mine,

nor would they easily have understood.) With Gamaliel’s encouragement, I took it upon myself

to memorize passages from Homer and Sophocles, Plato, Ion of Chios, and Apollonius of

Rhodes. The latter, in particular, appealed to the Rabban, since Apollonius had been the



librarian at Alexandria and, he said, “almost a Jew among pagans.”The idea that one might be

among God’s chosen without being a Jew intrigued me. It was something I knew I must try to

understand, since my father had taught me the opposite, saying God would embrace only his

own, the descendants of Moses, one of the twelve tribes, with particular affection for our tribe,

the tribe of Benjamin.“And what of the rest?” I once asked him.“And what of them, boy? What

of them?”It somehow comforted me to know that our tradition, based in the scriptures, had

been revered in faraway places. As we learned from Gamaliel, the library in Alexandria had

acquired multiple copies of the Torah. In his wisdom, Ptolemy—a truly great king—had

summoned seventy-two scholars, six from each of the twelve tribes, from Judea; he confined

them on an island, in what had once been a fortress, in separate cells, asking each of them to

translate the Torah into Greek. It was miraculous, how they summoned the scriptures—each

translation exactly the same, word for word, with no variations. The result was “the second

great miracle,” as the Rabban taught us, the first being the original in Hebrew.“Try not to rely on

the Greek translation, however wonderful,” Gamaliel told us. “A translation is always an

interpretation. Go to the Hebrew for prayer, for deep study. Study God’s tongue.”I would fail him

in this, relying in later life on the Greek text, which sang in my head, the luminous music of the

Greek scriptures, which I still hear in my father’s voice. It was the language of Homer and so

many fine poets, dramatists, and philosophers. On a walk with the Rabban through the Lower

City, I once quoted Anacreon, hoping to impress him with the range of my knowledge. But this

produced only a wince and was followed by a clear rebuke. “That is a drinking song, dear boy,”

he said. “Profane!”I never referred to Anacreon again, at least not in his presence.We were

taught to seek God’s face in dreams, to listen for his voice. “Be still and know that he is God,”

Gamaliel would say, echoing the psalmist. One evening over dinner he explained in surprising

detail to a group of us about the layers of heaven, and how one might, while still in bodily form,

visit the spirits above us, penetrating those august layers.Quoting Daniel, who understood the

meaning of Nebuchadnezzar’s dream of the many-layered heavens, he said, “God gives

wisdom to the wise. He gives knowledge to those who sit, who discern.”I questioned the

Rabban about this and other matters—inquiry was encouraged. The school of Gamaliel was

designed to lead us in the path to wisdom, to teach us to write vigorously, without fuss or

vulgarity, and to instruct us in the techniques of rhetoric and argument, where conflict arose

naturally and was a good thing. “You must question everything,” Gamaliel said. “Nothing is

beyond interrogation. If a thing is true, God makes that plain to the reasonable mind. If any man

is truthful, he will be uplifted. If any man is false, incapable of reason, without the fire of God in

his heart, he must fail. The man who does not abide in God will crumble into dust. The man

who enters the mind of God will rise like Elijah in the chariot of sound judgment.”I had

developed a deep prayer life during my years in the school of Gamaliel, and would rise before

dawn, pulling a shawl around my shoulders before reciting a few psalms from David, or

perhaps a passage from the prophets. I often prayed the set prayers, as taught to us by

Gamaliel, and would listen for God—sometimes for an hour or more in silence like a desert

mist.This voice I heard only a few times, but it came distinctly, unexpectedly, much as the voice

that had come to Samuel in his sleep. “Paul, you are mine,” I heard, quite late one night, after I

had nearly fallen into a dream. “Let my own voice be yours!”I sat up, sweating, and pledged

obedience for life. What else could I do in the face of the Almighty?“I am yours!” I cried.I realize

how much I gathered from Gamaliel and made into my own. We inhabit our teachers, and they

are changed in our own flesh. We become their voices, even if they would hardly recognize

us.When my time with Gamaliel came to an end, my father instructed me to remain in

Jerusalem, which surprised me. I had fully expected to return to Tarsus and work beside him in



his business.“You will join me in commerce, but not in Tarsus. In Jerusalem, at least for now,”

he wrote. “You will enlarge our business in that city.”I agreed to this readily, pleased by his

confidence in my powers. A young man needs the confidence of his father: It’s the ground he

walks on.At his insistence, I boarded with my sister’s friend, a robust widow called Hadar. Her

black hair was streaked with white, and she had skin like yellow parchment. My brother-in-law,

Rabbi Ezra, had known her husband, and my father approved of her as “a pious woman, with a

fine reputation.” And this reputation was widely shared, as Jews came from different parts of

the city to consult her, often bringing problems that she would solve as she passed out chunks

of unleavened bread that had been baked in her clay oven and smothered with a paste made

from dates and seeds. My father explained that she would provide shelter as well as meals:

often a segment of barley loaf with goat cheese or sesame paste with dry fruit on top.

Sometimes she boiled sun-dried locusts in salty water or baked a honey cake with cinnamon or

cumin. She made delicious pigeon pies and would occasionally roast a shank of lamb over the

wood fire in her courtyard. I did not complain about any of this.Her husband had been close to

her, and despite her usual bravura she retained quantities of unresolved grief, as I realized

when I heard her wailing at night. She would call her husband’s name, and this unsettled me. I

liked to imagine that my own mother, had she survived, would have possessed a stoic nature,

and could not have been overwhelmed in this manner.As Ion once wrote: “A good mother cuts

with a keel through clashing waves, and her gunnels rarely dip.”Jerusalem in those days was

exactly the right sort of place for me to begin my life, within the amber limestone borders of the

city walls, in the shade of Herod’s Temple. The city had advantages for a young man of my

disposition, who imagined himself sitting among the Council of Elders one day, where Gamaliel

had presided as Chief of Court for many years. It would not take long before my contacts there

multiplied, and I would use them wisely. (The counterfeit gold of worldly approbation attracted

me, as it does in the hearts of most younger men who have not yielded to God in full

submission, learning to rest in his presence.)My father sent clear instructions: I was to assist

our cousin Amos, an associate in the family business, in whatever ways I could. Our enterprise

had done reasonably well in Palestine in past decades, and Amos understood the growing

market for tents as well as anyone. He explained that shipping good hides to Tarsus was our

primary task, thus agreeing with my father.Setting about this work in earnest, I noticed that

they slaughtered countless sheep each day for sacrifice at the Temple. I told Amos I had an

excellent contact there, a young guard called Aryeh, whom I’d known in school. His uncle sat

among the Council of Elders, adding to his luster. I had a hunch he might be willing to assist

me.Amos snickered at me; my bold approach failed to convince him. He said, “Let’s be careful

not to upset anyone in the Temple. One could do damage, and that is never good for business.

Always remember that.”“I’m a careful person,” I said.I liked Aryeh more than he knew, and had

spent long evenings in conversation with him, arguing over commentaries much as we had

done under Gamaliel. He had a quick smile, an easy and energetic manner. Long russet-brown

hair cascaded over his shoulders. His strength of will impressed everyone, and the fact that his

nose had obviously been broken in a fight spoke to his combativeness. It bent sharply to one

side, although this imperfection did nothing to lessen his attractiveness. To my dismay, he

showed little of a scholar’s passion for the specifics of a given text and had only a glaze of

learning. On the other hand, he didn’t worry about this insufficiency, which mattered little to him

or others in his circle.Aryeh had acquired the necessary gifts for a young man with Temple

aspirations, and everyone marveled at the way he would talk in rambling sentences that nearly

lost track of themselves as he spoke, disappearing around obscure corners of thought.

Sometimes his language would unexpectedly cohere, and this could delight his listeners. (“He’s



quite brilliant,” one of his friends said in my presence, much to my amazement.) One often saw

Aryeh in the marketplace with a group of young men straining for his attention. And, indeed, I

envied his outgoing nature and admired as well his presence and storytelling powers, with

never a ponderous moment. I invited him back to my room one day, where he gently mocked

my tendency to speak of Plato and Antipater of Tarsus.“Don’t talk of Greek philosophy,” he said,

in a way that reminded me of my old friend Simon, who dismissed my allusions to the Attic

poets and thinkers. “I would have disliked Athens,” Aryeh said. “That sort of elevated chatter

gives me a headache.”I put before him the issue of getting good hides for my father’s business,

aware that the prospect of a problem to solve usually excited him. He glowed now with the

satisfaction that comes from needing to find a good and practical solution for a friend with a

dilemma. Within days, he had spoken to friends in the Temple, working his charm, and soon it

was possible for me to buy large numbers of excellent hides cheaply. Taking advantage of the

arrangement, I had them tanned in Bethany and shipped to my father from the port of

Caesarea. The quantities surprised him, as did their quality, and he wondered about my

sudden gift for commerce. How had I managed to acquire this valuable stock, and so quickly—

more than Amos had managed in many years in Jerusalem? If I could sustain this level of

supply, there were few limits to what we might achieve as a family, my father told me.
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George Cotkin, “Apostle Paul, A Man of Many Parts. Jay Parini brings his considerable talents

(creative and scholarly) to tell the story of the Apostle Paul in fictional form. He gives us a Paul

at once cantankerous and kind, steeled in his faith. Chapters alternate between Paul’s

description of events and Luke’s depiction – sometimes they jibe, sometimes they divide. But

the pair are bound, according to their talents and personalities, to one task: bringing to all

(Jews and gentiles, men and women, free and slaves) the gospel of The Way. The path is

hardly a straight one, riddled with beatings, temptations, digressions, and missteps. Along the

way, with a clear voice, we learn of Paul’s devout Jewish background and the heinous act

which brings him closer to a new birth. Throughout the novel, Parini lets us feel Paul’s hunger,

not just for faith, but for companionship, a zeal that has various intonations. Luke’s loyalty to

Paul is often tested but rarely wavers. Theological debates are aired, with precision and clarity

– we can sense the tension between James (brother of Jesus) with Paul over questions about

how The Way is either a continuation or a break (of sorts) with Judaism. This novel takes its

readers on a tour of the Mediterranean world at the dawn of Christianity, and it is filled with

figures that will be familiar to many readers of the Bible. Parini has wisely chosen to narrate

his tale via Paul and Luke but without resorting to Biblical prose. The only times I thought this

was a mistake was when modern argot occasionally intruded. The biggest challenge for Parini,

as William James well recognized in The Varieties of Religious Experience is to show how for

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eamo/OPMw/djQyb/The-Damascus-Road-A-Novel-of-Saint-Paul


Paul and others God, as Julius puts it at the end of the novel, would “blaze before our eyes.”

The fire rages on the road to Damascus for Paul and for a few others, quite an accomplish.

Other figures, usually minor ones, feel the heat but burn a bit too easily, their foundations

hardly seem to shake. Anyone with an interest in Paul and the early trials of Christianity will

delight in this novel. Parini has taken the measure of the man and presented him in a nuanced

way, without diminishing his stature.  The narrative is smooth and enveloping.”

M. L. Asselin, “A Beautifully Written Account of an Underwhelming Paul. “The Damascus Road”

is the story of Saint Paul, from his days persecuting the Christians, through his conversion on

the road to Damascus, his journeys proclaiming the Word throughout the ancient

Mediterranean world, and finally his death. Jay Parini has written a literary novel rather than a

popular one, and he hews very closely to the best available scholarship.Parini’s Paul, though,

despite the careful attention to scholarship, is like a parallel-universe version of Paul. Fans of

“Star Trek” would certainly know what I mean, since the J.J. Abrams “Star Trek” film rebooted

the franchise and ignited a parallel timeline. Abrams’s James T. Kirk is not quite the Kirk of the

1960s TV show. That being said, the “new” Kirk compares favorably with the “old” one.

Likewise, Parini’s version of Paul is a fair facsimile of the biblical Paul. When, at one point,

Paul’s human weaknesses led him to engage in sin, my thought was, “Well, I don’t think Paul

would have done that, but it’s interesting that *this* Paul did.”There are some troubling

passages that suggest Paul might have engaged in sexual abuse of a young man, or at the

very least showering the young man with unwanted attention. This seemed particularly

distasteful given the clergy sex abuse scandal. I wasn’t sure what to make of that.The novel is

written in alternating voices: the narration moves from Paul to Saint Luke the Evangelist back

to Paul and so on. The chapters in Luke’s voice strike me as more direct and unaffecting in

style, quite like his writings of the Gospel and the Book of Acts. Paul’s chapters seem a little

turgid, matching Paul’s personality.Although I enjoyed reading Parini’s novel, I don’t think he

provided me with any revelation about Paul. How and why Paul ended up shaping Christianity--

the profound influence he had despite not having personally known Jesus and, what’s more,

having persecuted early followers of the Way--did not come through for me in these pages. He

seemed almost underwhelming a figure in this novel.Overall, I enjoyed reading “The Damascus

Road,” which is very well written from literary and historical standpoints. From a faith angle,

though, I don’t know that I gained as much insight as I would have hoped.”

The book by Jay Parini has a rating of  5 out of 3.9. 44 people have provided feedback.
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